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P.10 NEWS ROUND-liP Paul Whetnall 

EDITORIAL& "My Contact With Fltying Saucers - well almost! " 
Once upon a time I thought UFOs were something one read about in books,or that 
silly people saw every now and again.That they were visitors from the -stars who 
were replacing pink elephants as the thing to see when one's senses were �ot 'all 
there� Nowadays I don't believe that UFOs come from the stars,nor do I view them 
as all that dmstantoindeed they seem to be coming home to me with an all too real 
unrealitye 
Often I have read of people who saw things regularly - you know "How many UFOs have 
you seen on tonights skywatch,Ifred?" "Oh-its a poor night tonight - only about a 
dozen or so." That kind of thing. Nutters,t.hought I,who could not tell a satellite 
from a sunlamp or a VC-10 from a double decker bus.Yet now I begin to wonder if this 
is not the kernal of the mystery,and maybe if we could understand why some people do 
see a lot of things whilst others can go through a l�fetime without even a LITS 

-
sighting then we mieht know something about these infuriating thingso 
I have at one and the same time never seen a UFO and seen six (five since I typed 
out the last issue) �aybe that seems 9dd,but it simply means that I have seen six 
"things� that at the time were very pi1zzling,none of which would stand up as being 
-.-e�y peculiar,It is just possible that two of the six were TRUE UFOsoits even 
possible they all wereaits just about pcissible that ·the aircraft flying over Chester 
as I write this is one.Its even,possible that I will be now contacted by a six foot 
tall Venusian who invites me aboard his 1977 deluxe model saucer to see bis etchings 
(some folk,such as Joyce Bowles,seem to have all:the luck). Of course,it is· probable 
that none of this will be so.Even though· I have seen six 'things' the chances are 
still against any one of them having been a TRUE UFO. 
My last UFO was seen in 1969 (a small sphere following an aircraft)cThis could have 
been a balloon0and I have seen nothing since until a remarkable week recently brought 
home to me -what it is really like to 'see a Ufo'. I wi"ll tell the tale,not because 
= feel any were UFOs (indeed two were defintely NOT) - but because they are UFO 
:s-�ories,akin to all tjose you read in NUN and which ·at the time caused me to be 
exci teddand puzzledePerhaps they cA-n be imructivec· 
On July 28 Paul Whetnall and I arrived in Rhyl for a holidayeWe walked along the 
seafront on a sunny evening and at about 19.20 spotted a dark shspe out to sea.It 
ho"rered in the sky and whilst still puzzling Paul took a quick snap with his camerae 
My brother and his wife saw the object also.The photo shows the 'UFO' clearly as a 
s�all dot and had we then turned off "the road that would be all there was to it.Of 
cou."!:'se we walked on towards it and it.turned out to be an unusual kiteo 

That same night at 22.52 Paul and I were coming out of a pub in a little village 
called Henllan in Clwyd (neither of us had had much to dr�nk I hasten to add:) 
1ve saw a yemlow/red light moving very fast below cloud,It made no noise and was lost 
within 20 sedondseMY first reaction was that it was a. satellite, but for the speed 
and sense of movement belmw cloudoit was definitely not an aircraft as the night 
was still and the Yillage very quiet. vi hat it was we still do not· kno"Vf, ,but it is 
hardly an earth shattering event.It fails to conVince me that some silver ,suited 
spacementook an undo interest in Clwyd that night (what could possibly be going 
on there to interest them�) . · . . · · · 

On August 3 at 22o45 Paul and I sat in a field just outside Chester.Tqe night was 
dark and the surroundings quiet.Suddenly we became aware of a brilliant blue ball 
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WHO'S ON THE BANDWAGON! Bryan Hartley (NUFONs Ove�seas liaison officer) 

The psychics,newly religious and writers of the sensational are all cashing in 
-·· ori-"the'. well established'' cfhd" respected '''iifo'� groujfs from all" ·over· 'the· worldein fact 

the fringe element seems to have a passion to consume the ufo phenomenons 

UFO researchers have struggied long to become established in the community as 
re,sponsible working groups w;ho pres�nt factual accounts of sightings,correlate data 
.and make.commonsense investigations without resorting to theorising about the 
'source of the phenomenonoThe fringe .element has clung unwanted,jepordising this 
respect and the credibility of the.researcheroVoicing their parrot like patter 
they -excite-with romantic notions .. which .many .. at . present want. to . hear G· 

The individuals getting on the UFO eandwagon are almost a phenomenon in themselves. 
They wri�e articlesplecture and spread their vieww with confidenceci doubt if they 
are really interested in serious ufo resea�chcAll the hard work is provided by the 

�.·investigators who do not seek the limelight. The fringe tends to point to a well 
Jmown case or photograph (investigat�d by hard working ufologists) then turn to 
their favorite angle of theorising to convince the listener of what is usually unfounded 
speculation, 
Here and there this builds up.a followinge�ore speculation breeds less fact.Let u� 
beware that scientifically minded groups are not �ept along with the tideo 
Everyone is free to do woatever turns,them on � a religious experience,seance or 
ufo study,but these interests should be kept separateoOne may well impinge upon 
the other but there is no reason to ·lump all phenomena together in a confusing 
jumble of informationoLet us give UFOs a term of reference,THIS IS A SEPARATE STUDYo ' 
Scientists_have now joined the ranks of researchers all over the world and we are 
working together in naworks as never before.We must continue ti patiently gather 

·dataoThere is no quick answer to the problems as that offered by the fringe. 
(EDITOR: I am sure many will agree

. 
with these remarks!l 1'li tness for example the oft 

still ·heard remarks about the absurd 'Hollow Earth' .theory�recentiy promoted by 
Brinsley Le Poer Trench via photqgraphs �hich it is quite certain do NOY show a 
hole - except perhaps in some researchers heads! Often. on radio shows o.ne.is asked 
what one thinks of Von DanikencTne best answer 9eems �o.be in the tradition of 
Mr Kipling and ·his cakes-o He writes excedingly gooq books· ..... but vThat ·nav:e. they got 
to do with UFOs 7 So far as we can tell not very mucho o c ·e but of course who . �o.ws 7) 
* *' * * *' * * * * * * * * * * · *  * * * * * 

HOWS YOUR LIAISON ·wiTH AUTHORITIES? . Ahdy Collins & Barry King EUFOIN investigator� 
Although you may have noticed that Britain is in the midst of· one of the biggest 

flaps for years it is apparant that man� reports must still be slipping through 
the net of investigators ears.· · 

· 
The main source of.reports has for a long time been local newspaperspalthough of 
late many reports have come direct from authorities,espec�ally police.So far this 
year we have had over ten reports direct from the police,all reported to us within 
a few hours of' occurance o These include a landing with traces seen by the polic·e 

<themselves�a vehicle interference case,a case with psychological effects and many 
lesser but still important reports.� * All of these would have been lost in 
Civful Aviation Authority files had we no�had the close liaison that we doo 

This all came about by making known to the authorities our two 24 hour availability 
'hotline� numbersaThese are merely out home telephone numbers�This was achieved 
by handing over IN PERSON to all m0,jor and well positioned minor police stations a 
very specifically worded information sheet ·ou.tlining basically the kind of liaison 
we sought.o Thlls involved them letting us kl'\.OH immediately when they redei ve sighting 
reports from either the public or the police themselvesc 

Within a few days this was acomplished for the whole of Essex and paid off-right 
away with the Hainault landing case (FSR Vol 23 No 2):�This pro",-es that the 
authorities ARE more than· willing.to cooperate with serio�s minded. researchers 

· .· even in a subject such as ufology - provided th.ey can prove their credibilityo
. 

\IJe_are now looking towards Sugfolk comntyc What about your county au.thorities? 
*All the imprtant cases so received to .. be featured by UFOIN in FSRa 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC.EVIDENCE OF T HE UFO PHENOMENON _Peter Warribgton (MUFORA) 

A proposal to greatly limit the.·typ& of acceptable e�idence 
One of t�e most controversial aspects of the UFID phenomenon is that of photographic 
evidence,and in_ · particular that of ' still' photographsoFor many year-S noli a 
percentage of workers �ithin the subject have �ended to accept photographs of 
alleged obj ects almost without question as to their authentici ty.This acc eptance 
has led to a number of photographic cases becoming 'classics' �and the majority of 
the r�mainder being the subje�t of continual controversyo 
Throug8out the course of the_ last few months I have had a great deal of contact and 
discussion with the photographic industry,and as a result of this it is._patently 
obvious to me that ' still' photographs are simply not acceptable as evidence of 
a UFO phenomenon - unle ss there is absolute proof that the photographs are not hoaxed 
The principle problem wi th ' still ' photographs,and for that matter cine film , is the 
well known technique of ' front projection ' cThis can be easily used to manufacture 
an image which assumes ' real ' qualitie s.hn image produced in this way is impossible 
to di stingui sh from the genuine thing-by todays level of knowledge�I n other words 
it  is not possible to tell wether a photograph shows a cut out model attatched to a 
sheet of glass and held in f�ont of the camera so as to appear as if in scene 
or a real obj ect in the di stance.After the �ilm ' Chitty Chitty Bang Bangt had been 
made a number of frames of the original film rrere acquired by one company who then 
attempted to show that the car (w�ch in the fi lm apparantly flew) was nothing more 
th�n a front projectionoWe all know that i t� produced by thi s  techni�ue of course 
out the task was more in terms .of a nexerci seoThe outcome Has that this proved 
i!:lpossibleaTo quote one of the persons with whom I discussed this point.r"Had they 
dub�ed live action onto live action then it would have been impossible to tell" 
I� conclusion I urge all workers withiti the subject to carefully reconsider their 
opinions regarding photographic evidence of the phenomenonci uj_ll be quite willing 
to enter into further correspondance vrith anyone interested in this type of evidence 
and more information on the problems Of photogrpahic evidence Hill be featured in 
the book which Jenny Handles· and I are having publi shed next yearo 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

SIGHTING REPORTS --�-
Report 5304 Unl-:_n.own 1953 St Anthoney's,TTI�ESIDE Level C Bill �1uir 

This is a report of �.;hat seems· like ball ltptning!lalthough conditions are 1J.nknownc 
I t  had been raining but had stopped when a 3hrill screeming noise �.;as heard, the 
witness (then 1 8) and her mother saw an object shaped like a bomb and coloured grey 
which flew very fast between houses and reversed its course before vanishingoit 
was in view only a few seconds!) 

R eport 6004 Summer 1960 SHlnton,Gtr "Manchester Level B MUFORA 

Mr and Mrs Jones were walsing home after an evening at the cirnama at about 22o30 
when they observed an orange ball twnbling across the sky throwing out a brief 
serie

-s of smoke like trails a Thw object changed colour ,moving through red to c·apper 
and was in vi ew about a minute before disappearing into a �loudo 

Report 6613 September 10 1966 Crewe�Cheshire Level B FU FOR 

* 

A rugby ball shaped object ;·ras seen in tl1e sky o rer Wlstaton,near C:reYTenAbruptly a 
smaller object detatched itself from tho rugby ball which the�1 see::.1ed to glow 
brighte7:'o1,he small object flew around for about ten minute_s _before rejoining the 
larger one·0This occured as a light aircraft appeared on the scenecThe oval object 
-:,hen accelerated out of sight.:_,Some witnesses said the objects gave off a humming no:isGo 

Report 6?18 · Aug1.:st 1967 Nantwich11Cheohire Le-;el A FUFOR 

Paul Russel9then aged 1 2pobserved a red cigar shape with a dome on topcHe called 
i t  to the attention of his father and together th�y watched the object cross the 
sky for some tlro minutesoThere were apparantly other wi tnessos in t:1e a:ceaeThls Fas 
one of many --such sightings in the C heshire area during the huge At;_gust 6? flapnMany 
are recorded by Stanway and Pace in their book on the subjocto 
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GLOSE ENCOUNTER OVER WEL SH MOUNTAINS: Report 6719 . WUFOS/MUFORA IEVEL B 
r� DoJones is at the present moment a solicitor,although at the time of the 
incident he was only 15oThe details of this event were recounted recently to 
Jenny Handles and Paul Whetnall after the witness had heard a radio programme 
by Derek James og UFORA Staffs - in other words THREE NUFON groups we�e involved 
in the case! He was with two others,Mr Garnett Alexander (a newspaper man) and 
his son John. They were travelling by car r-·' .. ,.. 

-- .... � --
towards a caravan site at Blackrock Sanis \ ..-- . \ 

/-��\>'\··�· ·. _ ·�r-.../ __ _ . , _  ,,,, .-/� · in North Wales and had J·ust passed thro,.� \. / '/ . - � / 
Capel Currig heading for Beddgele;et.It .., . ��;..-\ - "� 
was a

6 

sunny afternoo
)
n (probably AUGUST '"'-._ ,.... �/ · .. 5 19 7 at about 2pm :1nd thet were at ./"' '�, 

1400 feet in a glaciated valley with hills rlslng some 600 feet further on either 
sideoAn object appeared to their left slightly behind them and some 50-100 feet 
above the peakoit swooped down in a gentle 'S' curve,crossed the valley flooB 
ahead at about 30 feet and rose to disappear between a gap in the hills.The sgape 
was described as like two Welsh hats stuck together with estimated dimensions of 
8-12 feet high and 3 to 6 feet wide�The object flew slowly (perhaps at 100 mph ) 
and was made of chrome or polished aluminium like matenal.It gave the impression 
of hugging the ground,as if to confuse radar cover (a standard aircraft manouever) 
A peculiar factor of its motion is that its axis tilted at about 45 degrees as it 
movedoThis tilt remained the same throughout the sightingnAbout fifteen minutes 
after the object had been seen three lightning jet inter�eptor aircraft flew 
overhead in approximately the same direction as the object,and the witness feels 
that they might have been following itcit is of note that the witness clafums a 
·certain degree of psychic abilityphaving experienced precognitioncThere are alsfu 
numerous legends of folklore connected with the immediate area in question. This 
description is,of cours(�,very remeniscent of many others and Amgust 1967 provided 
a massive flap the likes of which the UK has not seen again �� o •o until 1977� 

Report 6720 November 1967 Irlam,Gtr Manchester LEVEL A MUFORA 

The witness was cycling home after a football match when he saw two orange lights 
appear suddenly in the sky before himoThey descended out of sight behind a farm 
house00ver the next 3-4 minutes two further orange lights appeared and descended0 
the first of which split into two which separated to quite some distance before 
being lostto viewcThe lights had a fuzzJ appearance� 

Report 6810 October 28 1968 CrawcrooklfDurham L EVEL C Bill Nu±r 
Two young men report seing a �eculiar yellowish object at 14c30 on the above datet 

It remained stationary for about five 
minutes and was a roughly triangular shape 
surrounded by a fuzzy haze�It shone like 
a mirror in the clear sky and disappea±ed 

UFO PHOTOGRAPHS A _LA BIRCH & PRATT TAKEN IN WO�C�STERSHIRE Report 76/148 UFOSIS 

This level A report concerns a 13 year old boy Hho was ill wfuth flu at the timeo 
Alone in the house he heard a continuous low buzzing sound,despite the TV being on 
(there was no interference).He went to 
the window and saw a black flattened disc 
with a dome on top below lo';·T cloud(\ The 
noise stopped as he went for his polaron 
camera and on return the o bjec.t had gone, 

.� 

However,he waited a minute or two and the buzz reappearedoSix similar objects were 
now seen hovering below the cloud�He took one quic� snap,which was spoilt in 
exposure�:�This shoHs two of the_ objects and the kitchen extensionoThe objects then 
�oved away slowly eastwards out of step with one another but keeping the same 
rough formationcAnalysis of the.photograph is impossible to any real degree owing 
to. the l�ck of the negative,but that that has been ·conducted has not led to the 
acceptance of this story as especially evidentialtThe witness,however,continues 
to insist that it is true�despite havin8 been challenged to the contrary,and the 
description and photograph are remarkably similar to those made b� Alex Birch (an 
admited hoax),the two boys at Wrexham this year (grave suspicions) and Stephen Pratt� 
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Report 77/112 Mid February ·1977 ·�winsford,Cheshire · ·  LEVEL .B FUFOR 
Four witnesses report seing a brilliant white light in the east which seemed to be 
losing height and was in view for a minute,It then changed to a red colour with a 

· row of faint white lights in a curved ·arch underneath,After a further two minutes 
the object slowly moved out of sightc 

Report 77/113 February/March 1977 Crewe,Cheshire LEVEL A FUFOR 

Various reports in these months from two brothers who spotted clusters and 
single red artd white lights both with the naked eye and binoculars.All the lights 
w.e�e flashing and no sound was heard on any occasiono 

Repo�t 77/114 March 18 1977 Malvern,Worcestershire LEVEL B UFOSIS 

A 27 year old woman observed a red flash over a nearby hill.There �ere sparkling 
red ligl).ts. spaced all around it and these remained in view for tweEty minutes0 
Then a bright white light appeared ·suddenly by their side and this pulsed dull 
and bright and began to descend very slowly,It finally faded at the same time as 
ihe red sparkling lights did,The sighting-lasted from 19�20 to 200000 

Report 77/115 April 13 1977 Partington,Gtr Manchester LEVEL D MUFORA 

The witness reported that he had seen a formation of fuzzy orange/red globules 
flying quite low over rooftops heading towards the Warburton swing bridge over 
the Manchester Ship Canal,The objects bounced about and wobbled in flightoit Has 
suggested to him that they might be birds reflecting streetlighting and he accepted 
this as a very strong possibility. Owing to the delay it was not possible ·to c_heckc 

MORE INFORMATION ON TWO RECENT CASES 

A full report has been received from FAPURG on report 7774 which occured .on 
the date of �·farch 4 1977 (when I.ancashire was inundated with reports), The chief 
witness is only nine,but there are several back-up withesses over the Ribble 
��stuary area to the object seenoit was a three pointed star with a yeellow light 

at each point and three red lights underneath in a cluster.These flashed on and 
offeSUFORS also have sent a full report on case 7764 which happened. on ·the night 
of April 28 1977 (another bumper night for UFO sightings),It seems that the witness 
looked up without reason and saw the silver cig�r shape tilt to the vertical from 
a horizontal position and then a heat haze surrounded the ends,As this happened 
the whole thing vanished suddenlyo 

UFO PHOTOGRAPHED OVER SALTAIRE,YORKSHIRE Report 77/116 Leyel A BUFORA YORKS 

This report is still being investigated,but involves a group of three s�hoolchildren 
who were about to photograph a teacher at about 12.55 on May 19 1977 (in the mids� 
of the May flap)oA silver squat cigar shape appeared and moved slowly westwards. 
There was time to take a single ./\ -;-, 
pho·tograph which shows the object 

/.- � 
clearly as a di se with a flat bot -·----' 

tom and a· dome on top�Yeadon Airport had no aircraft flying in the vicinity at 
the time9arid the .teacher involved said that the object was 'too short' to be onea 

STRANGE OPTICAL PHENO��NON WITNESSED BY NUFON iREASURER Report 7781 MUFORA 

At 09o44 BST on May 21 1977�Peter Warrington was watching the condensation trail 
of annverflying aircraft using 20x50 binoculars from his residence at Alderley 
Edge,Cheshire0In panni�g he saw a small whi-te .point of light to. the east of the 
aircrafts path,It took some seconds to relocate the light�which was not visible 
to the naked eyeoit was now slightly larger or brighter (or both) but still just 
a light�It was 89 degrees off the SW horizon and a change of location uas needed 
to view it betteroThe object was now relocated with the naked ete and within ten 
seconds of binocular observation (where it was now defintely larger) it dispersed 
and disappearedo Peter feels that the tl).ird- observation was of Cirrus Cloud forming 
(this did occur 1i hours later though at the time the sky was clear)oThe first 
two observations Here possibly of some metorological phenomenonaAttempts were made 
to contact the airc-raft which ·flew over, but this was not successfuloManchester ATC 
suggested that the observation not be reported to the MODo 
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Report 77/117 June 1977 York,·North Yorks LEVEL E BUFORlt YORK� 

Two teenage.boys·and their parents watched what they term a 'boomerang shaped sauce�'. 
for 3t hours one eveningeit ·.suddenly materialised with four coloured lights flashing 
on and off.in sequenceGit -then flew away pointed end last and left a red glow in its 
wakeo 

Report 77/118 June 2 1977 Harlow Green,Tyneside. lEVEL E Ian Cress"t.{ell 

There were several 'witnesses to··this object seen at 21 a30,including a press officer 
from the NGB,P!eter·Heron�He said the object was long and cylindrical and tapered a·c 
the bottom rri th a cap on top. He said it could have been anything up to 200 feet long 
an� _looked like a rocket without wings.It was angled at 45 degrees and stationaryc 
Newcastle Airport said they knew ·nothing of the object, but later it was claimed -Ghat 
ft· haci in fact been"a.weather·balloon., 

R�port . 77/119 June 7 1977 . Irlam�Gtr �anchester LEVEL A MUFORA 

This sighting occured on Jubilee Night and may well have connections with the 
partmes whieh·happened that day.Ther� were several witnessespfour adults and a 

group o� about half a dozen childreneThere were several lights seen at about 
23c30 over a period of about ten minutesoThey were all red and they hovered� 
descended and theri went autoSome said that they grew brighterpdimmer.larger and 
smaller 

_at certain pointsoThey seemed to hover in the ai± too long to  be fire�o�ks, 

- Rep�rt 77/120 June 7 1977 BoilidonpTyneside LEVEL E .  Ian CressHe�G. 

About midnight a man and wife were driving towards Newcastle when a bright· w·hite gfroH 
appeared in the sky moving very fasteThe glow followed the car as it turned and when 
the witnesses stopped in a lay-by it stopped and reversed its path climbing out of 
sighto Thei± son was also witness to the object" 

. - -- - . 
· · --- · 

Report 77/121 June 16 1977 . Gateshead,Tyneside LEVEL C 

Mr Dryden was walking to his grandmothers 
blue light caught ·his attentioncHe looked 
which was the size of a postbox in the 
sky and seems very like that described 

home across Rutherford School 
up and saw a metallic looking 

. \ � ' 

in report 77/118oit was cylindrical in 
shape and climbed vertically upwardso 
Within two to three �inutes it was l ost from sight. 

S��NGE OBJECT SEEN OVER N�WCASTLE Repo�t 77/122 

' (

'·
\ � 

lJ 
LEVEL C Bill Muir 

Billl!1uir 

when a 
object 

At 16,50 on· June 21 1977 there was yet. another observation in this decided Nor-th 
East flap that !fl.Onth�This --w-as perhaps the strangest of them ell for the shape seems 

� , ,.,__.· -::..' to be uniqueeThe witness .. is 22 year ·old 

� /��-�;_-: -:,� 
Leslie Harch who heard some lads pointing 

· 
"\. '- . -:..".:> 

to th� sky and commenting," Look thei:-e ' s a 
'\ �;;-�� spaceship" c He saw a craft composed of �'- ��l tubular forme:r;-s in parallel and two cross - �} .. bearers fore arid af_to They seemed to be mad·'? 

of metallic chrome and the cross bearers shapect. like aerofo ils,) The object fleH ov-er 
head and was silent"The only ·noise heard was the motion o:f airwavesnThere was a 
strong vrind:�Has this shape been re11>prted before? 

OBJECT Mi\Y 1-!£\Y� CAUSED BLA_9K ANGEL HAIR Report 77/123 LEVEL C Bill IV!uir . 

One does not hear so much nowadays of the mysterious 'Angel Hair' which once was 

reported in connection with ufo sightingsoThis is a puzzling fibrous_material in 
association with the object seen,which tends to disappear instantly�H�wever�here 
we have a report w·hich may fit into this ... --�-- , · , . \ "' 

categoryait is also very similar to· the · "��_.¥!>' 
� \ .\/ . :_ ( 

story of a strange whirlwind which crossed §c':��': � \ {V \ !, J) 
the I'1idlands in 1973 P rep�rted recently in {,_-\..-::- y���-::-) ...,.-·:-:··-.�� .. / -(r�' : , --- .. \ --; 
NUN by UFORA 'Staffs!) The eve·nt oil this occ ...... . 

._ .. 

asion occured on · JULY 3 1977 at 1.5oDO in the village of Apperley Dene,N?rthtimberlandl') 
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OBJECT MAY HAVE CAUSED BLACK ANGEL HAIR Cont,,. o 

There are three witnesses,Mr and Mrs Hall and their 17 year old soneThey were in 
their garden when the father spotted a black ov�l shape with fuzzy edges rise from 
some trees.This had a vdisturbance' associated wlth it Hhich Has like a Hhirlwindo 
Inside there was a mass of black feathery mCL tevial which was STvi rl i ng .t.:onnci .. This 
rose upw�rds to the height of some pine trees and then hover8d here for some seoonds 
(enough time for the som to walk half way towards it)., The oval shape had no�i vanishen 
amidst the overall disturbance as this started to float slowly towards the witnessec� 
It passed directly overhead at about 40-50 feet and a very clear view of it was 
obtained�The substance was unlike anything the witnesses had seen beforeait was not 
like straw or grass but was more hair like,almost like a swarm of tiny insectseThe 
strangest part was that none of it fell to the earthcit all remained suspended�It 
disappeared over rooftops and trees and was thinning out,bu� still nothing fell to 
eaxtheit seemed to be magnetically attatched to the now hidden object above itc 
The substance also did not move about with the strong breeze which was blowing.: 
A hurricane like blast was noticed during the sighting and' this' was felt by the 
neighbours of the witnesses too,The field behind the incident was examined0It is 
barley corn and there are no traces visible and no indication of anything which 
could have been sucked up to cCLuse this event0Perhaps some of our fortean readers 
might like to comment on this incident. 

Report 77/124 July 3 1977 CrewerGheshire Eevel A FUFOR 

h. 1-roman and her teenage daughter noticed a strange glow through a gap in the 
cuxtains at OOe20ftThe daughter is a migraine suffere� and heard a buzzing sound 
Upon looking they saw a orange and gold star like object the size of a two.pence 
pieceoThe object was near ground level and seem to rotate slowlyDit moved away 
slowly NE after twenty minutes�The daughter subsequently suffered from earacher 
Report 77/125 July 5 1977. CrewepCheshire Level B FUFOR 

�his report is of interest in view of the next report since it seems to offer a 
trilogy of connected events with report 77/110"Two elderly people driving hcme 
along Middlewicn Road at 23.50 saw a spherical object the _�pparant size of a Jaffa 
Orange9glowing orange.It was seen towards LeightoneAfter · 15 seconds it just vanished .. 

SOLID LIGHT BEAM S�N OVER IRI.AlVI? Report 77/126 Level A �1UFORA 
, 

This report seems to tie in remarkably well with the observation ov�r Marple at 
about ·23,00 on JULY 5 1977 (77/110)oit involves two youne boys (aged 12) who were 
not together at the time.They describe 
a fat cigar Hi th a yellow/�fhi te lilolour .. 
wnich traversed the sky above the Man 

� ____./ chester Ship Canal.,It stopped on several /;_��':;... __ _ 
-<-;-'":·7:-1 occasions for a few seconds and was in /�� 

view 10 minutes· altogethernThe time of observation is not ce�tain,since the boys 
say it could be 21.45 or 22o453In view of certain weather factors and descxiptions 
of the sky at the time it seems the later time is more likely making it even more 
cooberative with the 1'1arple caseoA beam of light Has projected from the e·nd of the 
cigar and this was a little shmrter in length than the cigar itself and stopped 
abruptly in mid airoThe beam rotated so that it moved into a vertical position from 
an angle of 45 degrees (which it maintainerl on moving) a Each stop lasted about half 
a minute and on one occasion the beam passed the vertical and stopped at an angle 
in the opposite directionoThe beam was yellower than the object and both it and the 
cigar pulsed rhythmically.After three or four. stops (the boys do not agree) the 
object accelerated out of view heading south east0This would take it towards Marple 
�hich is about 11 miles awayo A solid light cn.se occured in Dorset in Ma:Y; which was 

investigated by John Ledner and Leslke Harris for UFOINeThis is most interesting 
�fhen considered in connection with this reportoit will be published by SCAN and FSn() 
An interesting aspect of the Irlam event is that the area is �airly open9surrounded 
by power lines and a large oil refinerycHowever,the boys place the object over a 
l�rge housing estate at FlixtonoThere were no other witnesseso 
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JULY FLAP IN CUMBRIA 

1977,as we know,is quite a flap year already0There was a tremendoms flap in the 
northern part of Encsland during June <tnd July (some of which has been recorded on 
:previous pages ).This is perhaps quite understandable as this is the least densely 
popu.let ted part . of the NU:filON area and there is a well known tendancy for there to be 
an inverse �orrelation betwween number of reports and �opulation densityeThese 
reports frrom July are numbered 77/127 through 77/132e0n JULY 7 five teenagers at a 
Longsleddale farm saw a silvery ball in the sky which faded and then c;·•.me back 
bri3hter.It was-in view 45 seconds before moving out of sight very fast.Perhaps onP 
of the most interesting occured late one night when PC Bill White saw two white 
spotlights hovering by the side of the road.The next day he found a flattened circle 
of grass 20 yards in diameter.We have a beautifully written acount from a Mr Mayor 
concerning an event at Kendal on JULY 11. He was 'thinking how wonderful God's 
creatures were' as 'the hedgehogs werw busy looking for food,the bats omt swooping 
and flying etQ etc' (Some of his report actually refers to the sighting� ) 'He saw 
a silvery blue disc which pulsated fly slowly overhead and disappear behind himo 
A stretnge photograph was taken on JULY 21 at IngsoWhilst photographing the sunset 
a vrhite flash suddenly appeared low down.Th� photo shaHs a whitish oval which may 
possibly be some kind of optical effectcOn JULY 27 at Allithwaite a woman saw a 
disc in the clouds.It was coloured orange reflecting the sun which had just setn 
It then changed to r:;rey as it came o11t of the sunlight before vanishing suddenly0 
It is interesting that amidst all these cases we have a report from Levens· on 
JULY 20 when at 18.45 a man saw an unusual aircraftoit was a small low-wing mono
plahe with no projections from its fuselagesThe wings were negative dihedr<tl and 
had a pointed shape looking like those of a seagulloThere was a clumsy look t6 the 
whole craft and it made a loud sound not unlike that of a dO"odlebug(II:t was grey in 
colour and had no apparant markin3s.Mysterious aircraft such as this have appeared 
in UFO flap areas in the past,and it is of note that the w�tness concerned was not 
reporting a UFO but was an aircraft enthusiast puzzled by something he knew to be oddc 

Report 77/133 July 28 1977 ·:· Partington,Gtr Manchester IEVh:L B MUFOTIA 

A teenage boy camping in his garden at about midnight saw a white egg slj.aped objec± 
streak across the sky.Tt was .. in view about six seconds and wg.s probably a fireballo 

Report 77/134 July 1977 Ba.rnard Cast�le,D_urha:U ... lEVEL E 

A teenager driving his motorcycle one wet night was fol�owed by a strange purple 
lightait was high up in the sky,but he felt·a heat wave On hi-m,su·sequently he 
found his riding clothes quite dry and warm·and his bicy�Je engine became hotoit 
slowly faded and coasted to a stop at the same time as a Jaguar car which had 
overtaken it also stopped.Both vehicles were unable to start again whilst the 
light was presE?nt,and the Jagunx car also became hot to touchoAfter a feH moments 
the purple light disappeared and both vehicles functioned normally once moree 

Report 77/135 July 14 1977 Heaton Mersey,Gtr M/Cr LEVEL D HUFORA 

A very lucid report from a young woman which is being followed up in more detailc 
It concerns a sighting at between 03.00 and 04c00 by the lady andi a male frlend of 
a white disc sgaped object with a series of revolving white lights. which flashed on 

and. off and a single red light.It hovered for � while and then began to move 
slowly across the sky vanishing after about ten minutesoThere was a sound like the 
rushing wind but more .mechan·. cal.After a fifteen minute break the object reap:pearec� 
ctnd performed similarly except that it moved at right ar1gles to its first motionc 
It disappeared at about the same pointa ·· 
Report 77/136 July 16 1977 Stoke,Staffs LEVEL C UFORA 

A yellow white light seen moving along the line·of horizon west to eastoit·was in 
view five minutes and seen by ·three witnesseso 

Report 77/137 Ju!ty 20 1977 BiddulphfStaffs LEVEL C UFORA 

This report and the next may well refer to .. the sam,_; objectoA Y.oung married couple 
saw a rerr ball in the sky over Biddulph Moor�It moved along for 45 seconds and 
theh dropped out of view behind some rocksoThe time was about 21 o30l, 
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Report 77/1 38 July 2 0  1e77 Leek , Staffs LEVEL C UFORA 
A schoolgirl saw an :IDrange light the si ze of_. a· halfpence at arms length, I t  descended 
slowly over the course of thre� or four min:utes and wa� · hazy in appearance ., 
Report 77/1 39 July 2 5  1977 Hull , Nth Humberside LEVEL A D , Shelton . F�r two consequetive nights the south east ·Humberside sky . -was lit up by a semi
Clrcuk�r arc� _ of glowing and pulsating light . I t  wa s  orange/red in colQur and flick
ered _on ·ana · ·-off for about twenty minutes ,  between· 23.-20  and 23.40 .  Th� speculation 
(�ot proven) i s  that it was something to do with a refinery �t Killinghome . 
Report 77/1 40 _ August 4 1977 Irlam , Gtr Manchester lliVEL · A  MU FORA 

WUFOS 

_
This report 

,
concerns. witnesse s all known :to myself . (editor) and occured within 

a few � of my own front door! Unfprtunately , at the time I was out of town� On 
_ my retur� the next day myself and Baul Whetnall of WUFOS were able to obtain a full 
investigation report� My mother was talking in · the garden to my neighbour , Mrs · Murray, 
when a strange buzzing was heard , It was . not unlike an electricity substation but 

. louder and did not change in pitch at ali dur..ing the 1 5  seconds i t  was: heard . The 
?--� -. .  . '· 

. � 
noi se termi nated with a loud ' pop ' like a 
gun being fired , My �other looked briefly 
round but saw nothing as she was talkingo . 

However , Mrs Murrays two daughters (aged 7 
and 1 1 ) did look round further and saw an 

oval shaped obj�ct hovering in the sky just above the rooftops opposite. The colour 
was like. that of a sodium stree tlamp. The e eges

.
were shapa The si ze was between a one 

pence �nd two pence piece at arms length and i t  seemed close , The sighting terminated 
with a white flash · as the woole - thing di sappeared, Be side the house i s  an area of 
open moss and farmland ,A group of teenage boys known to me were standing on this and 
they cooberate the vi sual- sighting , except that they saw the oval moving quite fast 
Thi s seems to indicate· that it was moving in line of sight with the Murray chi ldreno 
Weather was sunny and warm , although there is a paradox because the .surrounding area 
of Irlam (excl�ding our e state ) seems to have experienced rain at the time � The time 
was 21 . 30 and the sun was setting . There was no thunderstorm activity in the area at 
all , but the possipility remains that thi� was ball ·lightningo However , my mother says 
that some minute s· BEFORE this visual encounter she heard the same noise fro� inside 
the house . Nobody else heard or · saw anythin:s . Can ball lightning account for thi"�·? 

Report 77/1 41 August 1 0  · 1977 Cockermouth , Cumbria LEVEL B PULSE 

Two men , one a po1icemam , report that at 00.30 they saw a flashing white light the 
size of a pea move NW to SW . The flashe s .. were at one second intervals and of varying 
brightbe ss , The path was a slight zig-zag . �cross the sky ,A��er 30 seconds it vani shed o '· 
Editorial Cont • • • •  

at the other end of the field , I t  was low and hovered seemingly just above rooftops o 
It then moved · slowly to the side and hovered again, The blue was like that on a police 
car.,Despite being wi thin · t mile it remained just. a ball. Suddenly it  moved again 
(probably turned away from line of sight) and by its side we�� �wo flashing lights 
coloured white and red , The flashes were about one?. � .. �§cond . We; were both now convin�ed 
it was no aircraft (as we had :.fiJ.:st. .thought) , It · tnen moved away slowly into the dist 
ance after being in view about two mimites and only ·then did . . we ,hear.: � faint sound like 
a li�ht aircraft,ti had become quite tense during· . the experience �Bei,n

g alone on a pj_ece 
of open land with an unknown object close by is  no fun.We were both most relieved to 
hear this sounu, but in retrospect l wonder · why we heard no sound. when fut was close by 
and why it behaved so strangely. Note the report of the peculiar aircraft in Cumbria 
elsewhere in thi s i ssue . This occured seven days before this experience a 

The next night _ the sighting reported above occured within feet of my Irlam home oi 
find it almost impo·s·�i ble to . believ� i t  ' coincidence ' · that so many experiences can 
happen in so short a period .More and. more r-· am becoming aware of . .  the pa�t seemingly 
unrelated events are play.ing· in the ufo mystery . Perhaps we must a�k quel?_tions we. 
have been .afraid to ask, the collur o� witne ss ' s eyes · or what they had _·for breakfasto 
Sounds �illy I kmow , but I have a }>eculiar · feeling the an�wer_ tm . . the UFO· ·pr.oblem .. w-ill 
be _qilly ! Lets hope humanity i s  stupiLl enough to · comprehend. . it.  

-
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NEWS ROUND-tJP 1 Paul Whetnall ( WUFOS-) . .  ,.· 
IURC have �ust published the current i ssue of the Iri sh UFO News , I ts up to its usual 
high standard with article s on the Voyage� deep space jrobes and parascience , plus a 
good sense editorial about UK ugology , I±s only 65p , twice yearly , from John Hinde . NUFOIS 
hav� had some publicity of late and several new �embers have resulted� They hold meetings 
at the HQ every Tue sday and Thursday ,The NUFON skywLtches , plus one of their own on 
Dec, ;mber 1 7 ,  wi ll be held at the site aj Breedon on the Hill, FUFOR haue had a small 
amount of local publicity and $ecretary Mark Tyrrell i s  doing research into a small 1 966 flap over Crewe ,Also I ask FUFOR to accept my apologies for a small misunder-. 
standin� . I  suggest we forget this  and get on with the job in hand , UFOSIS have had 
publicity in the Birmingham EveninG Mail and received over JO letters and two membersn  
The next issue · of ProteBs will be  out in  about a month , price 50p + 1 0p p& p 0 They have 
lectures at Redditch over 1 8s ( Sept 1 0 ) , W , Midlands Sac of Electronic & Radio Technicians ( Sept 12 ) , Kidderminster round table ( Oct 27 ) . Current research include s Spectroscopy and 
puhlic opfunions . Derek James of UFORA STAFFS recently was a gue st on Beacon Radio o Thi s 
was highly successful wi th a stack of re sults r�pprt wi se , On� of these i s  included in 
thi s . i ssue , followed up by Jenny Handles and myself , Susan Law has resigned as secretary 
and C ommentary co editor for UFORUM, The new secretarial �ddress for you to note i s g 
LINDA THOMPSON 40 BADGER RD , WOODHOUSE , SHEFFIELD 1 J  SOUTH YORKS ( Tel 699438 ) 
They have had a short broadcast on Radio Sheffield with di sappointing re sults a Their 
magazine is monthly at £1 .20  for six i ssue s . SUFORS hol� monthly meetings at the Central 
COmmunity centre in Scunthorpe and a+e looking for guest speakers for the future o They 
are also helping follow up an intere sting recent radar/vi sual case for UFOIN0The group 
hope to have a mention i.n Robert Rickards and John Mi tchells book ' Phenomena- a book 
of wonders ' publi shed by Thames & Hudson on �ctober 1 7 , Lincolnshire ufo data has been 
copied by them andfi led at Scunthorpe Central Library , They suggest ot· l )r groups explore 
thi s possibility and it sounds an excellent idea , Incidentally , Nigel Watson comments 
about the contents of NUN that it could do with ' more punk rock , more articles �y Nigc+ 
Watson and le ss about boring old UFOs ' - Nice �one Nigel. Thanks though to UFORUN. T-rho 
have expressed their gratitude for the �elp NUN has given their group ,We are only here 
to serve NUFON - and that means you! The recent publiqity many groups have received 
has been highly productive in thi s massive wave we are currently expeniencing �A good 
si�n I hope . 

Now I am afraid for the first time I must admit to being angry , These comments are my 
own responsibili ty and not viewpointp expressed by either NUFON or WUFOS , but Jenny 
Handles has agreed to let me say them as she feels you ought to kmow tpe truth behind 
RIGAP and their apparant resignation from NUFON , They are to be known , so they say �as 
the Rossendale Amateur Astronomy Society incorporating RIGAP - short , I  fear , for a 
few things Jenny will not let me print ! They insi st that they will not send us any 
more reports because , " mi srepre sentation of . the last ·batch of sightings sentoWe are 
able to ascertain what is a star , satellite , balloon etc and whoever in NUFON dBcided 
we are NOT seing UFOs was not on the spot in the area and should have known better 
than to suggest we were ' seing things ' " Now those of you who . read the report · ·on tne 
north lancashire flap in the March NUN will know that it was only suggested that so�� 
of the 1 77 reports received in a space of a few weeks ( many made by· RIGAP members;-
may have-a natural explanation , I f  this is their appraach to investigation I .  sugge s t  
RIGA? are not worth bothering about and should be put in the same category � s those 
idiots from APEN ! Photocopies of the letter from RIGAP are avai la bJ_e from me on req:1est t" 

MUFORA HOLDS vliNTER LECTURE PROGRAMME IN MANCHESTER 

For something to do on those dark nights how about coming alon3 to some or all of the 
MUFORA lectures to be held at the MITRE HOTEL , Cathedral Gates ,� central Manchester 
( the Cannon Street side of Manchester Cathedral ) The room is on the ftrst floo� and 
doors open ? . JOpm ,  Meetings last from 8pm to 1 0pm. Entrance will be 2 5po 
Dates are scheduled but lecture titles may varY slightly ( if so details will be noted 
in the NUN ) . There will be an informal lecture followed • by a discussion : 

OCTOBER 1 2  "An Introduction t o  the UFO Enigma" 
NOVEMBER 9 " Vi si tors from 'Space - Certainly not!"  Peter Warrington FRAS 
DECEHBER 14  "Atmospherical optical phenomena" K.Brierly FRAS 
JANUARY 1 1  " Some significant British Cases" Jenny Handles 
FEBRUARY 8 " Open Forum" Air your own views . Chaired )>by Jenny Handles & Peter \1J'arringtm 
MARCH 8 SUB JECT TO BE DETERMINED BY THOSE ATrENDING EARLIER MJ:DETINGS 
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